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BackgroundBackground

•• Applications rely on the DNS when they access the Applications rely on the DNS when they access the 
Internet.Internet.

•• By monitoring DNS traffic, we can effectively monitor By monitoring DNS traffic, we can effectively monitor 
the activity of those applications.the activity of those applications.

•• For e.g. For e.g. MyDoom.AMyDoom.A, which attacks the SCO web site , which attacks the SCO web site 
on a specific day, can be found by monitoring DNS on a specific day, can be found by monitoring DNS 
traffic because it sends queries to the DNS server to traffic because it sends queries to the DNS server to 
resolve the domain name resolve the domain name www.sco.com.www.sco.com. to an IP to an IP 
addressaddress

•• However it is often difficult to find such a clear However it is often difficult to find such a clear 
characteristic query which can be used as a signature of characteristic query which can be used as a signature of 
the malware activity in DNS traffic.the malware activity in DNS traffic.
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BackgroundBackground

•• For e.g. Bots are setup such that they can be controlled For e.g. Bots are setup such that they can be controlled 

by an IRC channel, so there is no “characteristic query” by an IRC channel, so there is no “characteristic query” 

that we can rely on.that we can rely on.

•• After massAfter mass--mailing worms have spread through the mailing worms have spread through the 

Internet number of queries sent to Internet Service Internet number of queries sent to Internet Service 

Provider DNS servers has increased significantly.Provider DNS servers has increased significantly.

•• Another example: Another example: NetskyNetsky propagates by sending virus propagates by sending virus 

ee--mail to addresses that are found in the infected host.mail to addresses that are found in the infected host.
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•• Sends DNS queries to find the mail server of the Sends DNS queries to find the mail server of the 

addressaddress

•• Same queries cannot be expected to be sent Same queries cannot be expected to be sent 

from all infected hosts by this type of worm from all infected hosts by this type of worm 

because there is a variety of target addresses because there is a variety of target addresses 

found in the infected host.found in the infected host.
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Problem StatementProblem Statement

•• Focus on the activity of massFocus on the activity of mass--mailing worms in mailing worms in 

DNS traffic, and propose a method to detect DNS traffic, and propose a method to detect 

hosts infected by those worms with partial prior hosts infected by those worms with partial prior 

information about the characteristic queries.information about the characteristic queries.
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Related WorkRelated Work

•• Wong Wong et al. et al. analyzed the traffic behavior of analyzed the traffic behavior of 

massmass--mailing worms, including DNS query mailing worms, including DNS query 

patterns. They show that there are positive patterns. They show that there are positive 

correlations between the number of SMTP correlations between the number of SMTP 

flows and volume in DNS traffic, and DNS flows and volume in DNS traffic, and DNS 

traffic can be used as signal of masstraffic can be used as signal of mass--mailing mailing 

worm behavior.worm behavior.
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Related WorkRelated Work

•• MusashiMusashi et al. et al. reported on detecting massreported on detecting mass--

mailing worms using DNS traffic data in campus mailing worms using DNS traffic data in campus 

networks. They assumed that the hosts that send networks. They assumed that the hosts that send 

many mail exchange queries are infected by a many mail exchange queries are infected by a 

massmass--mailing worm because normal end hosts mailing worm because normal end hosts 

use a local mail server to send their mail and do use a local mail server to send their mail and do 

not send such queries.not send such queries.
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ApproachApproach

•• Use a Bayesian inference method to calculate Use a Bayesian inference method to calculate 

suspiciousness of queries for domain names.suspiciousness of queries for domain names.

•• Experimental Data captured in February 2K4(before Experimental Data captured in February 2K4(before 

NetskyNetsky appeared) and March 2K5(just after appeared) and March 2K5(just after NetskyNetsky

appeared).appeared).

•• There were 31,278,205 queries, the number of unique There were 31,278,205 queries, the number of unique 

hosts seen in the period was 221,782, and the number hosts seen in the period was 221,782, and the number 

of unique query contents was 1,302,204. of unique query contents was 1,302,204. 
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Percentage of query types (%)Percentage of query types (%)

-- Table 1Table 1

Ratio (Mar. 2005)Ratio (Mar. 2005)Ratio ( Feb. 2004)Ratio ( Feb. 2004)Query typeQuery type

8.708.700.750.75OtherOther

0.220.221.101.10SRVSRV

0.140.140.860.86ANYANY

1.691.691.721.72AAAAAAAA

0.000.000.030.03CNAMECNAME

0.560.560.930.93SOASOA

0.050.050.210.21NSNS

6.186.1815.1615.16PTRPTR

36.3436.342.102.10MXMX

46.1146.1177.1577.15AA
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Observations from Table 1Observations from Table 1

•• The percentage of MX queries increased from The percentage of MX queries increased from 

only 2% to about 36%; most of the MX only 2% to about 36%; most of the MX 

queries are suspected of having been sent from queries are suspected of having been sent from 

the infected hoststhe infected hosts

•• Some characteristic query content sent by Some characteristic query content sent by 

hosts who send many MX queries :hosts who send many MX queries :

•• The most typical query is the one whose query The most typical query is the one whose query 

type is not defined. type is not defined. 
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•• By monitoring the byte string of the queries, By monitoring the byte string of the queries, 

they found that this is a format error due to a they found that this is a format error due to a 

bug of worms that want to send MX queries.bug of worms that want to send MX queries.

•• They used this type of query as a signature They used this type of query as a signature 

query.query.

•• 4% unique hosts sent this type of query (855).4% unique hosts sent this type of query (855).
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Proposed Method (based on Proposed Method (based on 

Bayesian Spam Filter)Bayesian Spam Filter)

•• Objective : Detect a wormObjective : Detect a worm--infected host by infected host by 

using queries sent by the host.using queries sent by the host.

•• For each host For each host hh, given the query content sent by , given the query content sent by 

a host a host h h as as QhQh, we want to calculate , we want to calculate Pr(hostPr(host h h is is 

infectedinfected|Qh|Qh))..

•• Classify each host based on whether the host Classify each host based on whether the host 

sends the signature query content or not.sends the signature query content or not.
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Proposed Method (based on Bayesian Spam Proposed Method (based on Bayesian Spam 

Filter)Filter)
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•• If If H H = = {h} {h} is the total number of hosts. Let the is the total number of hosts. Let the 

set of those hosts that have sent the signature set of those hosts that have sent the signature 

content be content be II..

•• I I := := {h ∈ H |h {h ∈ H |h sent signature query contentsent signature query content}, }, 

and call host and call host h h in in I I the initially infected hosts.the initially infected hosts.
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Scoring Query ContentScoring Query Content

•• Now we calculate the score of a query content Now we calculate the score of a query content 

that expresses the infection probability of a host that expresses the infection probability of a host 

given that the host sends the query content.given that the host sends the query content.

•• Two ways: Host Based Scoring and Query Two ways: Host Based Scoring and Query 

Based.Based.
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Host Based ScoringHost Based Scoring

•• HostHost--based scoring calculates the score of a query content based based scoring calculates the score of a query content based 
on the number of initial infected hosts who send the content.on the number of initial infected hosts who send the content.

•• Gives the ratio for each query content Gives the ratio for each query content q. q. This value is the ratio This value is the ratio 
of content q that is queried by initially infected hosts.of content q that is queried by initially infected hosts.

•• Because even infected hosts may send queries to popular domain Because even infected hosts may send queries to popular domain 
names, the popular query content can also obtain a high names, the popular query content can also obtain a high IHIH((qq). ). 
Thus Thus IHIH((qq) is not appropriate to estimate the suspiciousness of ) is not appropriate to estimate the suspiciousness of 
the query content the query content qq..
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•• We also calculate the likelihood that content is We also calculate the likelihood that content is 

queried by initially uninfected hosts.queried by initially uninfected hosts.

•• Then, score of queryThen, score of query
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•• SHSH((qq) is a rough estimate of the probability that ) is a rough estimate of the probability that 
a host sending a query “a host sending a query “qq” is infected by a mass” is infected by a mass--
mailing worm.mailing worm.

•• With this calculation, a query sent by only one With this calculation, a query sent by only one 
host is scored as 1 or 0, depending on whether host is scored as 1 or 0, depending on whether 
the host is an initially infected host or not which the host is an initially infected host or not which 
is not realistic.is not realistic.

•• We modify the probability using constants We modify the probability using constants PinitPinit
and and NinitNinit as follows.as follows.
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•• where where NqNq is the number of total queries for the query is the number of total queries for the query 

content, content, PinitPinit isis 00..5, and 5, and NinitNinit is 1.is 1.

•• Initial score of a content is no longer 0 or 1 but Initial score of a content is no longer 0 or 1 but 

Pinit/NinitPinit/Ninit

•• As the number of queries for the content increases, the As the number of queries for the content increases, the 

score score SHSH((qq) is weighted in the calculation of ) is weighted in the calculation of SH SH ((qq).).
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QueryQuery--Based ScoringBased Scoring

•• In QueryIn Query--Based Scoring we also take the Based Scoring we also take the 

number of queries sent by the same host into number of queries sent by the same host into 

account. So the score is calculated asaccount. So the score is calculated as

•• Similarly Similarly 
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Scoring HostsScoring Hosts

•• We then calculates the score of a host that We then calculates the score of a host that 

indicates the probability that the host is infected indicates the probability that the host is infected 

based on both the queries sent by the host and based on both the queries sent by the host and 

the scores of the queries.the scores of the queries.

•• It is reported that using only queries with It is reported that using only queries with 

extreme scores (near 1 or 0) and taking the extreme scores (near 1 or 0) and taking the 

geometric mean of the scores performs well for geometric mean of the scores performs well for 

Bayesian spam filteringBayesian spam filtering
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•• We set two thresholds, We set two thresholds, TH TH and and TLTL, for high , for high 

values and low values, respectively, and values and low values, respectively, and 

calculated the host score as followscalculated the host score as follows
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•• SimilarlySimilarly

•• The degree of belief that the host is infected is The degree of belief that the host is infected is 

calculated ascalculated as

•• P(hP(h) is the probability that the host is infected ) is the probability that the host is infected 
and takes a value between 0 and 1.and takes a value between 0 and 1.
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Experimental ResultsExperimental Results
Table: HostTable: Host--based score rank (based score rank (S’H(qS’H(q))))

Query ContentQuery ContentSH(qSH(q))RankRank

MX h.MX h.0.9900.9902020

MX MX nifty.comnifty.com..0.9900.9901919

MX 2.MX 2.0.9900.9901818

MX MX nifty.ne.jpnifty.ne.jp..0.9900.9901717

MX rcptMX rcpt--impgw.biglobe.ne.jpimpgw.biglobe.ne.jp..0.9900.9901616

MX a.MX a.0.9900.9901515

MX MX ezweb.ne.jpezweb.ne.jp..0.9900.9901414

MX MX hatch.co.jphatch.co.jp..0.9900.9901313

MX MX ocn.ad.jpocn.ad.jp..0.9900.9901212

MX MX --..0.9900.9901111

A A dev.nulldev.null..0.9910.9911010

MX MX phx.gblphx.gbl..0.9920.99299

MX m.MX m.0.9920.99288

MX MX domain.comdomain.com..0.9930.99377

MX aa2.soMX aa2.so--net.ne.jp.net.ne.jp.0.9930.99366

MX MX lebanonlebanon--online.com.lbonline.com.lb..0.9940.99455

MX MX sexnet.comsexnet.com..0.9950.99544

MX MX gto.net.omgto.net.om..0.9970.99733

MX MX nets.net.pknets.net.pk..0.9970.99722

Undefined query typeUndefined query type0.9990.99911
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•• By definition, the signature query gets the highest By definition, the signature query gets the highest 

scores, while other queries have similarly high scores.scores, while other queries have similarly high scores.

•• Query content with ranks two, three, and five are Query content with ranks two, three, and five are 

domains of mail addresses for customer support service domains of mail addresses for customer support service 

of a company and were found to be used as the sender of a company and were found to be used as the sender 

address of some wormsaddress of some worms

•• Content such as “MX m.” that is clearly expected to be Content such as “MX m.” that is clearly expected to be 

queries sent by worms.queries sent by worms.
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•• The query content of “A The query content of “A www.yahoo.comwww.yahoo.com” has a score ” has a score 
of 0of 0..53. This means that while the content is queried by 53. This means that while the content is queried by 
many infected hosts, uninfected hosts send queries as many infected hosts, uninfected hosts send queries as 
well.well.

•• Score of the query becomes neutral, that is, the content Score of the query becomes neutral, that is, the content 
gives no information about whether a host is infected gives no information about whether a host is infected 
or not.or not.

•• The result indicates that even if a worm sends a lot of The result indicates that even if a worm sends a lot of 
normal query traffic to confuse the algorithm, it may be normal query traffic to confuse the algorithm, it may be 
filtered because that query content will be given normal filtered because that query content will be given normal 
scores.scores.
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Queries ranked by the numberQueries ranked by the number

of infected hosts that sent the queryof infected hosts that sent the query
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•• Domains with a popular web site are highly Domains with a popular web site are highly 

ranked among the suspicious content listed inranked among the suspicious content listed in

•• We cannot detect suspicious queries by simply We cannot detect suspicious queries by simply 

monitoring the queries sent by hosts that send monitoring the queries sent by hosts that send 

the signature query.the signature query.
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•• The frequency plots of hostThe frequency plots of host--based scores and query based scores and query 

based scores are shownbased scores are shown
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•• There are several spikes, especially on scores 0There are several spikes, especially on scores 0..75 and 75 and 

00..25. If there is only one initial infected (uninfected) 25. If there is only one initial infected (uninfected) 

host that sent the query, then the content is scored as host that sent the query, then the content is scored as 

00..75 (075 (0..25)25)

•• Shape of spikes for hostShape of spikes for host--based and querybased and query--based are based are 

similar, proving that both methods are equivalent.similar, proving that both methods are equivalent.
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•• Calculated host scores using Calculated host scores using TU TU to 0to 0..95 and 95 and TL TL 

to 0to 0..05.05.
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•• There is a high spike at 0There is a high spike at 0..55

•• These are hosts that do not send a query whose These are hosts that do not send a query whose 

score is larger than score is larger than TU TU or smaller than or smaller than TL i.e. TL i.e. 

neutral hosts.neutral hosts.

•• Change the values of Change the values of TU TU and and TLTL, leads to a , leads to a 

tradetrade--off between false positives and false off between false positives and false 

negatives.negatives.
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•• Frequency of host scores that have sent Frequency of host scores that have sent 

signature queries. (pink line) The difference signature queries. (pink line) The difference 

between the two lines in the highbetween the two lines in the high--score area score area 

indicates the number of hosts that can be indicates the number of hosts that can be 

detected by this method, but not detected by the detected by this method, but not detected by the 

signature method.signature method.
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My My thotsthots

•• Won’t work for a worm that uses the local mail Won’t work for a worm that uses the local mail 

server e.g. the server e.g. the iloveyouiloveyou virusvirus

•• Will lead to a DOS on the Will lead to a DOS on the dnsdns server when the server when the 

network is under attack.network is under attack.

•• TH and TL values are directly taken from those TH and TL values are directly taken from those 

that are supposed to be best for spam. In spam that are supposed to be best for spam. In spam 

we can tolerate false negatives but not false we can tolerate false negatives but not false 

positives. Here it is the opposite.positives. Here it is the opposite.


